iConnect Enterprise Archive
®

A vendor-neutral archive to create an enterprise imaging strategy
Your cardiology department has a first-time patient who has previous
cardiology images at an imaging center across town. Your cardiologist
laments that his PACS system doesn’t have a consolidated view of the
patient’s diagnostic images and health record.
Now it can.
How We Help You

iConnect®
Enterprise Archive
awarded
Best in KLAS
VNA/Image Archive
for two consecutive
years.
2017 Best in KLAS Awards: Software & Services

iConnect Enterprise Archive lets you store, manage and share all of your
enterprise-wide images, DICOM and non-DICOM, from disparate PACS,
specialties, service lines, and sites regardless of source or format for a
complete image management solution, allowing physicians to access current
and historical images at the point of care on any device. With iConnect
Enterprise Archive, you can extend your IHE strategy to include XDS support,
access a consolidated view of a patient’s health record with rich integration
to the EHR enabling care providers to make more informed decisions for their
patients, and ensure access to essential patient data on any device.

iConnect Enterprise Archive
archives your enterprise-wide DICOM and non-DICOM information for a
consolidated view that allows access to patient images at the point of care.
With iConnect Enterprise Archive you can...

XDS
DICOM

Eliminate expensive
data migrations
with the DICOM
Migration System
module, designed to
allow you to cleanse,
migrate, and manage
your data

Ensure imaging data
is stored in a secure,
standards based,
vendor neutral, and
interoperable format

Merge Interoperability
Solution Suite
iConnect® Enterprise Archive
A vendor neutral archive (VNA) to
create an enterprise imaging strategy.
iConnect® Access*
A zero-download diagnostic viewer
and image exchange platform.
iConnect® Cloud Archive
A cloud-based image storage and
management solution.
iConnect® Capture
A solution for ingesting, storing,
and managing any type
of non-DICOM content.

Consolidate data silos
while cleansing and
normalizing data with
DIY Morphers

Reduce storage costs
while maintaining
compliance with
proven Information
Lifecycle
Management
and Policy-Based
Deletion solutions

Provide business
continuity and
disaster recovery to
ensure vital patient
data is always
available

Merge Interoperability Solutions
iConnect is the only comprehensive solution that combines a DICOM
archive and integrated XDS source or repository running on a single
database for collecting, archiving, viewing, sharing, and exchanging
and sharing any type of image and enables enterprise imaging to
reduce or eliminate barriers in healthcare efficiency. True interoperable
image exchange is a key component to delivering secure and timely
access to patient information regardless of location and affiliation. iConnect
extends beyond imaging and offers a powerful vendor neutral enterprise
workflow management that aggregates orders from multiple referral
sources, simplifies the reading workflow, centralizes the flow of studies and
provides analytics across PACS vendors. These reductions in time and
cost are beneficial to healthcare providers, physicians and patients.
With iConnect, you can leverage existing applications and widely-used
web and healthcare technology standards to create a vendor-neutral
interoperable environment. Providers and physicians benefit from the
platform’s scalability, from simple image viewing to enterprise-level
management and integration of diverse image sources and applications.
*iConnect Access is not FDA-cleared for diagnostic use on mobile devices.
*iConnect Enterprise Archive is not FDA-cleared for diagnostic use on mobile devices.
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